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PURPOSE

The purpose of this pcoject is to develop irproved gas generators to

activate zinc-silver oxide batteries employing the Vinai Corps metal-tube

electrolyte-reservoir activating system. It is desired to replace the

gas generators presently employed for this task with a unit which has a

longer shelf life over a wider range of environmental conditions.

The project consists of three major tasks: (1) design and development

cf gas generators, (2) environmental testing, and (3) reports, conferences,

and shipment of prototype units
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ABSTRACT

This report describes the work conducted under Contract DA 36-39 SC-87362

with the U.S. Signal Supply Agency, z'onsisting of a propellant investi-

gation, gas generator design and develoment, and development and

environm.ental testing of gas generators.

The results of the propellant investigatio indicated that one commercial

propellant, B.F. Goodrich C-501, and a Unidynamics fcrmuiation N-!825B,

exhibited the most satisfactory thermal stability and reproducible gas output

and pressure-vs-time characteristics after conditioning at 3000 F for 168

hours. However, N-18253 propellant was selected for use in the gas generator

since it is easily furnished with center peiforations and exhibits a low

content of hydrochloric acid in its exhaust gases.

During gas generator design and development, sealed matches with delays

of 0, 0.2, and 0.4 seconds were developed which provided outputs scifficicnt

to ignite the propellant charge. In addition, theoriginal design of the

gas generators was modifie to incorporate a grain t-ap nozzle and provide

base plug end ignition. A satisfactory test fixture was fabricated for

pressure-vs-time and output testing.

Testing of the gas generators demonstrated that the hardware de.oIgn and

propellant formulation were satisfactory for the application. However, two

problem areas were enciLntered: (1) Ignition of the 0.2 and 0.4-second

delay matches was marginal it -600 F, and (2) delay burn times exceeded the

specified :- five percent over the temperature range -600 F to 1650 F. In

addition, extensive de"elopment work beyond the scope of this program would

be req_.ired to verif the specified + five percent variation in peak pressur

o'er the operating ..empera.re range.



CONFERENCES

Progres Review Meeting Vo. 1 was held on July 20, 1961 at the U. S. Arry

Signal R & D Laboratory for the purpose of program planning. Agreement

was reached that Unidynamics would initially concentrate its effort on

the development of 150-cc. 950-cc, and 8000-cc gas generators with 0,

.2, and .4 second delays to cover the 50 cc to 10,000 cc output range and

0-2 second delay time as specified in Signal Corps Technical Requirement

SCL 7564.

Progress Review Meeting No. 2 was held on September 18 and 19, 1961, at

Unidynamics' Chemical Operations, to discuss technical aspects of the

contract. Approval of the test fixture design was received and agreement

- was reached for Unidynamics to continue propellant investigations.

Progress Review Meeting No. 3 was held at the U. S. Army Signal R & D

Laboratory on 8 November 1961 to discuss work accomplishment during tne

first quarter of the contract. It was mutually agreed that Unidynamics

would: (1) utilize a sealed electric match to obtain front end ignition

of the propellant grain, (2) continue the propellant investigation with

efforts directed toward developing the grain for the gas generator, and

(3) continue the market survey for a commercially available propellant.

Progresc Review Meeting No. 4 was held at Unidynamics on 6 and 7 February

1962 to discuss work accomplishments during second quarter of the contract

and future plans. It was mutually agreed that Unidynamics would:
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a. attempt to reduce the time-to-peak pressure of propellant

composition N-1825,

b. rerun tests for the HC1 content of N-1825 combustion gases,

c. commence work on shock and vibration of N-1825,

d. determine temperature chai ge of propellant grains upon removal

from elevated or reduced temperatures, to determine whether

or not conditioning of the test fixture is required,

e. record propellant grain weights for each gas generator

tested, and

f. test a commercially available propellant.

Progress Review Meeting No. 5 was held at the U. S. Army Signal

R & D Laboratory on L May 1962 to discuss work accomDlishments

during third quarter of the contract and future plans. The items

discussed are as follows-

a. The cause of the erratic test results with respect to thermal

stability and oressure-vs-time testing of three lots of modified

N-1825 propellant was determined to be in the mixing procedure.

Unidynamics indicated that a controlled processing orocedure would

correct the difficulties.

b. The B. 7o Goodrich oropellant, C-501, oassed all tests to which

it had been subjected. However, the HC1 content in the combustion

gases of this orooellant was anproximately double that of N-I25

nroDel lant.

c. Th- test results of a Unidynamics' contract for fabrication and

te-sting of cc gas generators was discussed. These gas

generat-rs utillzpd an exhaust nozzle ard ignition by a TTnidyramics,

t o.-d ca d at tne tase rlug of the 0as generator.



Since the exhaust nozzle allowed the propellant to burn at a constant

pressure, the reproducibility of the time-to-peak pressure was improved.

Unidynamics suggested that the Signal Corps utilize this design. It

was mutually agreed that 50 percent of the gas generators to be tested

during the remainder of the program would utilize exhaust nozzles and base

plug ignition, and 50 percent would utilize exhaust end ignition without

a nozzle to allow a direct comparison of results. After reviewing the

test results, the Signal Corps would submit the preferred design to

Unidynamics prior to fabrication of the 240 gas generators of Note 1 of

the contract.

d. The Signal Corps indicated that the desired nominal delay times for the

delay sealed matches were 200 and 400 milliseconds. It was agreed that all

firing tests following other environments would be conducted at -650 F

in the future.

e. Unidynamics desired to utilize N-1825 propellant in the gas generators;

however, this would require anproximately two months extension to the

contract. The Signal Corps considered this ipproach feasible. Should

attempts to stabilize N-1825 propellant prove unsucces5ful, the

B. F. Goodrich C-501 propellant would be utilized.

Progress Review Meeting No. 6 was held at Unidynamics' Crb Orchard Operations

on 22 - 23 January 1963. The purpose of this meeting was t.- enable

M-.. A, Hack, of Signal Corps to witness the testing of four 8000 cc and two

950 cc gas generators

a. Due to the failure of ne 950cc gas generator to fire, Unidynamics

bncorporated a slight modification to the gas generator ignition



system (confirmed by Unidynamics TW., dated 24 January 1963, to

Captain R. Obach, U.S. Army Signal Supply Agency).

b. Based on the modification and rework of existing units, the following

schedule to complete was submitted:

(1) Complete rework of existing units - 18 February 1963.

(2) Complete environmental and functional testing - 15 March 1963.

(3) Submit draft of final report - 29 March 1963

Progress Review Meeting No. 7 was bald at Unidynamics' Crab Orchard Operations

during May 1963. Concurrently with this meeting, Mr. A. Hack of

Signal Corps witnessed the completion of environmental and functional

testing of the 36 modified gas generators. It was mutually agreed

between Signal Corps and Unidynamics that:

(1) The epoxy change on all units, which resulted frcm the high

temperature soak, was not cause for retest or design rejection.

(2) Leakage of ignition material during vibration was not cause for

retest since sufficient ignition material remained in the units to

assure proper ignition although the end crimp and spoxy closure

was weak.

(3) Grain traps blowing out of units was not cause for retest since the

grain traps were cleaned and new plastic disks were potted in place

to assure that no orifice holes were plugged.

(4) The removal of the valve nozzle on the close! bomb test fixture

would elininate the shock wave shown the pressure-vs-time

oscilloscope traces, thus providing true ignition 3pike recording.



1. FAC TUAL DATA

11 i~rerl Uz: ldynamics ccnducted a venAdor survey and a literature survey

to determine the ~b i yof a high-temperature stabie propellant to

weet the requirements of Sigrral Corps Technical Requirement SCL 7564.

The literaturc, survey inidicated five possible propellant formulations

which' might vie Id a product wittb t ie requisite characteristics. A

test fixture w~as designed and fabricated and the five formulations were

tested using production gas generators and sealed matches. Following

complet~ion of develorirent and environmental testing, one formulation

d~esignated N-1825B was selected because it best met requirements, and

gas generators were fabricated using that formulation.

1.2 Propellant InvestigaticA. Unidynamics conducted a propellant investi-

gation in two separate areas: (1) a vendor eurvey; and, (21 a

literature survey. A survey of major producers in the propellant

industry was conducted to determine whether or not a suitable propellant

was comvmercially available. A literature survey on propellant constituent

fuel binders, oxidizers, and additives -was conducted to ascertain which

combinations would optimally fulfill Signal Corps Technical Requirement

SC 7564-

.2.1 Vendor _Survey. An initial survey of the propellant industry was

conducted using Signal Corps 'Technical Requirement SCL 7564 as the

procurement specificatici. The results of this survey showed that

no propellant was coiroiercailly available which would meet the thermal

stablity requirement 3000 F for one week) and exhibit flame tempera-

ture and buyrn rate c1aracterxAsitcs compatible with battery activation

arpl icat icr's



.L.2.1.1 Subse-nerM to thie ursuccessfr- =-itisl -rer-o sivetrn

=-erared a prre.at Tcur-emn!t, s-pecific ation wvith tbe fo01cij

reqirements:

a. -The nropePlant, =st !-- camb3e of withstanding, witt envaaic~

IM6 h-a (7~y~ strage a-

b. Mhe b rates to neak tiress-,are =w~t be pic~ewt 1s

or idnus 153 o~er a tmrerature mage f -F~to 2120 ?an

after (all.

c. !he r-roceiflant mi, t gi-,re reiro=- ible reak ---.esswes and ise-

t--=ar sssures -iiithim il uts or xri~s _I5% after beimg sabjected

to 5 cycles off thernal- shocki, each cycle consistirg of 3 bors

at -&3,-fc1'red i!daely by 3 hours at 2120?.

d.The Yroe-at -t -prodrmce the rated -.olwi of Vas -.1-3 or

CU.s b% ftr ~gsub-ected to ary or all o? tbe ter---atre3

disclassed abov~e.

e. ?Propeflant h rave &qh1-icai hr rail such that -it Vill

withsuczi Tib-zation of 325 vz, -~Cs, ,aerbe-ir stabiiz-3d

at -CO F to 2112 0 F, when 1oarded in gas gererators, in ad&di±

to sbo!-k of 2'C ?Is witn a rise tir,-e of 't to 11 -oiec ds

un~der the same conditions.

f. The rrcrelIant m'ust crYO&;,ce a m'an:ur amaunt of slag.

g. The trrope""ant trust hare a minimr of 3C, cc/ge gas o-ttnut.

,. The flam1e tercerature irust be ro zreater thar, 3"-CCO

7n Te co ~irof the c-roreilant i=ist , e surccied and cert"if'ie4A,



1.2.1.2 '-. F. 300drch tad a r-;* 7 (1.-501) itic troy~ foft w=I -w

15 Zazmr 1962 =cff aa:.. --~d aztcs ha-- to&=a~ w=

its f-:'e t=Si ;=PI-= W:A B. -. :-Owril l ate tild AwTiSi.

Shdm~e :-i'efdre Cctia i;.± s ;Mo 11nt C*MLV;MR=. 43s

it "V8= to -;e si ZOa o ! -izydes N-is 801 elan adh W

conducted a= extensiwe Literaa to detezud.- Utc fusl

birfac idzr,9=Ghe-akti* *UzC uiiedi

=--cac~e o a suita '* proeI7Iant,*. 7hi suvs. 1*dd f*]-

!owing possibl*c~itt for smch a P"olanL:

a. Fuel in4.rs: (1,plIiaims-cyi acid; and, (2) poly~rethan

b. Czxdidiz~ra: (i, ammiuz perciiorate

c. 0ctve:() oxazaie; R2) nitroguanidime; (3) Sga!idine

picrate; and,, (4j ara black.

1.2.2.1 Fuel Rims. T-n fuel binders Cccsicdred for use in a propellant

ith the reqaisite c:.aracteris tic. wre the polysifides, polyvlinyl

chloride, polyfiuorocartans, epodes, silicon~es,, acrylaiitriles,

acry-ltos, polybutadiene -acry-lic acid c opolymers, andi polyurethanes.

Polybtaiiene-acr~yiic acid and polyuret4.hane were selected for

,,xther evaluaticn because of *,-,ei~r c:.aracteristics as follows:

a. f~ai~t or exter.ced periods at 3000 F

b. -atisfactory pnysica.± properties at reduced temperatures

c. o ae-tectacle s~ag Qeposits in the exiiaust stream.
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c -n age- z-. ___estrdbeoeit_-

1.2.2. zers fO -S'

was seie-ted for r 2r ea1iat,:c~ as ar czi-i ze- tmcause af its

a. Mhra- stabti-fty (de==t~ses at -,16' F'"

b. Ease c: iritic:_ wh.e__ wed in a -roreeflant

d. clean burzr rodces rz har-teui Slazt

1.2.2.3 AddtiTes.. Additives :'onsidered -were oxa-"Ide, ritog-laridire,

guar-.:dine Mcra te, arnd :afrbo black. Desirable effects of an.

additive are: (7±; inreased Eas out-cut; (2' 'euedfw ad'a

teitperature; 2 -r :o cotsujstior; and (L" imicroved

:~rt~o. ~ra~ers::s.A descrivtior of each of the a-~dit17ies

Seied -for e-raiuatcn folows:
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a. bar±e :s a nen-ex-closive vith (1) excellent therWal st-ibility

(mits at, r-3P ?'~ a--Z (2); a highly,1 endotheric deconitorition.

Mie enot!ewrri o--3e-ty ef axamide resuilts in a lunvervd flaw

temeratzire, bat utay also ext i;-gish the barming vropefl1ant in

conrcertrations above five =ercent.

b. Nitrnu -idine is an eLrplosiv.e with~ %' fair thernal stability

(,Eelt ' a: .~) (2) over 10rCC cu-nic centireters-rer-gram

gas aut~:t, and (31. a low -'Mine texperature. it will sustain

comis0,.on. in- a vorefIlant i.- concentrations above 40 Dercent.

c. 3ki& .5dire ri4crate is an arrllosive uwith (1), good thermal stability

(=relts at -531o ?), 2' a t-beoretical gas output of over 100

-ubic certineters-rer-g-ran, arxi ('A) a lowv flame temcerature.

auaxidine ricrate s-ustains co-.bustior well in a vrorefl1art in

concentraticrs 'M to L-C tercent. Desri-te the excellent nhysical

properties of uanidire ricrate, it is not a comercially

available -a-mround at Dresent, and its use required t5he Drenara-

tion of a m~anufacturing procedure.

d. Carbon black darkens the t'ropellant grain and results in (1)

imroved ignition characteristics, and (2) uniform combustion.

1.3 Pro~ellant Formulations. Using various combinations of the binders,

additives, and the aar-Toniz, Derchiorate oxidizer selected in the

literature survey, Unidynamics prepared five basic Dropellant formu-

lations (See Table I). Preliminary thermal stability tests were

conducted to !determine which f-ormilations would meet the minimum~

*kher-.al reo'Liren.ent of 111-1 ho'irs storage at 3000 :' with no effect on
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MBLE I

PROPELLANT FORMULL7IONS

a. r'p ant N-1801 (solid polybutadiene-acrylic acid binder)

M 0 4  k 66.50%
Wcar 1000 1 103 19.00%
Mitroguanidine 0.0%
Carbon Black 0.50%

b. Propellant N-181 (liquid polyurethane binder'

m~jc1%4 71.80%
Estane 5720 X 5 22.001
1, 4-Butanediol 0.18%

rimethylol Propane 0.44%
Triethanolamine 0.08%
Oxamide 5.O0%
Carbon Black 0.50%

c. Propellant N-1816 (liquid polybutadiene-acrylic acid binder)

NH4clo 4  80.M)0%
Hycar 2000 X 131 15.00%
Epon 828 4.00%
Carbon Black

100.00

d, Propellant N-1817 (liquid polybutadiene-acrylic acid binder)

N%4Cl 65.00%
Hycar 2000 X 131 15.00%
Nitroguanidine 15.00%
Epon 828 4.00%
Carbon Black 1.00%

1000 OO

e. Propellant N-1825

Amoni~n Perchlorate 48.5 %
Hycar 1000 X 103 15.0 %
Guanldine Picrate 36.0 %
Carbon Black



1.3.1 Constituent Variation. The five basic propellants are discussed in

the following paragraphs:

1.3.1.1 N -1801 was an ammonium perchlorate-polybutadiene-acrylic acid

propellant containing nitroguanidire as a coolant and carbon black

as an ignition aid and burning rate stabilizer. The basis for

evaluating this propellart system first was its anticipated satisfactory

thermal stability, high gas output, lack of slag formation, and

simplicity and safety of processing. This vrovellant is readily

ignited and burns very evenly.

1.3.1.2 N-1811 was an ammonium Derchlorate-Dolyurethane composition. This

composition w :s prepared for a thermal stability comparison with

the ammonium perchlorate-polybutadiene-acylic acid system (N-1801).

Also, composition N-1811 was prepared using oxamide coolant in order

to obtain some idea of the percentage of this additive which could

be incorporated without extinguishing the flame or preventing

ignition. Composition N-1811 is ignited with some difficulty and

burns more slowly than composition N-1801.

1.3.1.3 N-1816 and N-1817 were prevared and tested to determine the relativ3

stability of an ammonium perchlorate-Dolybutadiene-acrylic acid

propellant with and without nitroguanidine additive. This was

considered necessary due to the known marginal stability of

nitroguanidine at 300 F. In order to facilitate rrocessing, a

liquid-type oolybutadiene-acrylic acid was used.



131-h N-125 was crecared to :etervdre whether or rot the use of

guanidine t-icrate wcl!'- result in greater thermal stability thm

the N-1&! and N-lR1,6 cz-tositions contairdng dtrozuani dire, and

better bur.nig characterl.stics than coeositior N-I!! containing

oxamade.

1.3.2 Prein-rry Testing. Thermal stability tests were conducted on the

five propellant formlations selected. The pvrvo:e was to determine

whether decoiiosition occurs when the forrulations are stored at

30O° F for oe week. Test procedure and results follow:

1.3.2.1 Test Procedure and Results. Two of the samties were tested in

sealed containers to determine (1) whether or not the test

container would be ruptured by pressure, and (2) the effect of

limited atmosnheric oxygen on decomnosition. After testing, it

was fo-und that all of the sealed containers had develoved minute

leaks at the seals, thereby allowing weight loss by the escave of

decomposition gases. However, the exclusi on of oxygen by the

nearly sealed containers did reduce the decomposition rate, indicating

that atmospheric oxygen did increase decomposition of the oven test

samples. Table II shows the results of these tes - _ fhe tests

were conducted according to the following procedure:

STEP PROCEDURE

1. Weigh four samples (avproximately 2 grams each).

2. Place two samples in ointment tubes and crimv the ends.

3. Place two samples in open containers.

4. Place all four containers in an oven ard let remain

.or one week at 3000
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W!AL SUBILIM OF PMOEMANTS

CO.,,XCTED AT 100 16 B(OJRS

Wt. Loss Wt. Loss
-pqp!eIlaat No.- Sa!les Open Containers Closed Containeri*

Ope Closed Average (%) Average (%)

N-1801 2 2 3.35 2.04l

N-1811 2 2 4.55 2.32

N1816 2 2 5.86 5.46

1-1817 2 2 12.47 9.57

1-1825 2 2 2.98 2.02

Broken seals noted at end of test.



5. Weigh each of the samples on a Gram-atic balance

and determine the percentages of weight loss.

1.3.2.2 Discussion of Thermal Stability Test Results. From the thermal

stability test reshlts of the five basic vrorellant formulations

shown in Table II, the following data was obtained:

a. After exposure to 3000 F for 168 hours, nrorellan.s N-1801 and

N-1825 lost less weight than the other formulations tested.

These formulations are somewhat harder after 168 hours at

3000 F, but examination did not disclose any change in burning

rate or ignition sensitivity. This was determined by visual

comparison of samples burned in open containers.

b. Propellant formulation N-1811 is flexible and tough orior to

3000 F temperature conditioning, but becomes soft and tears

easily after extended thermal stability testing. The weight

loss data of Table II, in conjunction with the evidence of

serious deterioration of physical properties, indicates that

composition N-1811 is not suitable for the Signal CorDs
application.

c. The weight loss data of Table II shows that the addition of

15 percent nitroguanidine (formulation N-lP7) results in alnost

twice as much weight loss as when no nitroguanidine is used

(formulation N-1816). The thermal stability tests also showed

that liquid nolybutadiene-acrylic acid with EDon 828 curing

agent is not as thermally stable as the solid, higher-molectlar-

weight type Hycar 1CCO x 103.



1.3.2.3 Based on the above results, it was concluded that further testing

should be limited to the N-1801 and N-1825 basic nrovellant

formulations or variations of these.

1.4 Gas Generator Design and Development. Concurrent with the investigation

for a thermally stable propellant, work was conducted on the design and

development of three gas generators with outputs of 150 cc, 950 cc, and

8000 cc having the following operational features:

a. Component material, igniter and delays capable of withstanding

temperatures from -80" F to 300" F for extended Deriods.

b. Ignition delays of 0, 0.2, and 0.4 second.

c. Dual ignition characteristics to assure reliability.

d. Interchangeabilizy of comronents wherever possible.

In addition to the develoDment of the gas generators, a test fixture

was designed, and sealed electric matches having delays of 0, 0.2, and

0.4 second were developed and tested.

1.h.1 Gas Generator Design. The basic design for the three gas generators

is shown in Figure 1.

1.4.1ol The main features of this design are (1) a base-end ignition

system consisting of two sealed matches, and (2) a DroDellant

grain trap. Two sealed matches are emDloyed redundantly to assure

reliable functioning. In addition, the flash output of the sealed

match is greatly imoroved over that of the Atlas M-103 Match

cur: ntly used in several gas generators (See Wigure 2). The

nor7;n grair trap serves the dual ruroose of insuring that
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Flosure 
Disk

-- ase

'laslh Charge

elay Match

LPotting

LPrO~ellant Grain

Grain Tran

FIGnRE 1. CUTAW4AY VIEW OF GAS GENERATOR
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UNIDYNAMICS COMMERCIALLY
SEALED MATCH AVAILAB3LE MATCH

FIGURE 2. COMPARISON OF FLASH OUTPUT OF UMC SEALED MATCH

AND COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE MATCH.



=brarned particles will not cc' 1--troii~ed inmto the electrolyte

and of s;ating sufficient =ressare in the Wa generatcr to

insr* take rning of the popelat r he Case-e--d igntim

systex, together with- t:- ar'oelant ran trap and an efficient

igniticn pder. assures greater reliability in obiaini4 repro-

ducible propellant ignition and cemustion.

1,4.1.2 The ignition pouder utilized in this design is a mixxture of 39.1

percent zirconium, 47.8 percent bixriu chromate, and 13.1 percent

borosilicate glass. T-his ._xture is an easily ignited, fast

burning. high calorific output material with the glass constituent

providing *hot particles' for deep penetration of the propellant.

1.4.2 Delay Match Desigi. The design of the electric matches used" in the

generators is based on the standard sealed matches developed by

Unidynamics for gas generator igqition. Figure 3 shows a cutaway

view of a sealed electric delay match. Each delay match has the

following design features:

a. Bridgewire activation.

b. Pyrotechnic delay mix to yield 0.2- or 0.4-second celays.

c. Ignition material composed of basic lead styphnate and Flash Charge.

d. Resistance weld seal.

1.4.2.1 The bridgewire utilized for the delay match is a standard Tophet C

bridgewire with a pressed charge of basic lead styphnate. The basic

lead styphnate ignites upon activation of the bridgewire and transfers

to a quantity of A-lA ignition powder (65 percent zirconium, 25 percent

ferric oxide, and 10 percent Ouperfloss), which transfers the flame

front to the delay column.
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1.4.2.2 7'e delay =. C~fGI-C tc-L is a z.z] of 7Dp--cn

;echiirate. eC=OaiZed irm a A i~ tier Colum am4 16=zed

ty I-.AigJ ,"n pate. A delmq t:elq . a-- be dcotaimd

ty a variati=n in tte delaq coz 2enr~s.

I.23!:* ?3.zst Qage of t- e sealed td.laq mte is caoed of basic

led styp~ate and zm ch-cmaz--orr..2 et gLas

Flash ZkArge prev-ios1l discrss. rbe bas=ic ead stytmaz is

- nted !: meat tranmsfer fr-m the delay C012. and4 mites the

?ila&~ Carge C=4@tIC "mt-

l1-4-3 Rgluy match lest z. Fv..r series of tes* - were c-cmdcted cmth

delay Mtck~e to establish the follcving paraxeters:

a. Us, proper ameic settings for acccowlishizg a h6ermetic seal;

b. The ifiter charge migtt reqL-red to obtain a satisfietor.y

flash ot.-t

c. Mhe delay times specif ied for tne zatches.

1.4.3.1 Thea first test series consisted of seven 150-xiliiseccndA delay

matches whiich were welded ard tested to determine the proper weld

settings for accoeTpish-ing a hertic seal. Each match vas loaded

with an igniter-flash charge of six milligrams of basic lead

styphnate and 50 milligrams of Flash Charge and with a quantity of

delay mix which would theoretically yield a 200-millisecond delay.

Various electrode des;.gns and welder settings were used in an

effort to produce a hermetically sealed unit. The final elect~rode

design and welder settings proved satisfaztory arid were used on
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&I -bs4--= nits. After ffrr-, the weld joints were vji ll

ez to ceterine whether or not any ceterioraticn occurred,

ana welas remaine ie-act.

a-.43.2 T. secm,= i*st series ccsisted of 12 =its (six of each delay

itLe;, wtin were storec at 3O F, then fired to aeterexine the

i dter c=arge w4.i requir- to obtain a satisfactory flash

utwit after ,e..n.. zcnctiiz-ng at 300 F. Six units failed to

ipture ti batto= of the flash cup aie to an insufficient quantity

of basic Lea-- vjpate igiiter. T-herefore, the charge wei gt of

basic leac sty#-mate was increased fro= six rziligrams to ten

-r to insure ruipzwring of the aelay match cup.

j-4.3-3 tcicurrent i-n the above test =aries, a third series of 25 delay

zatciies was si-jected to tLer: conditioning at various tempera-

Lures, then fired wo determine the proper delay mix load required

to obtain the specified delay times. Table il shows the conditioning

temperature and the delay time results for each unit. The average

delay tim x s 179 miLliseconds for the 200-millisecond delay

matc.rs and 371 mi'iisecvnds for the 400-mililisecond delay matches.*

The aelay times were proven to be reproducible. The -ow values for

eac.. elay match were attriruted to an insufficient delay charge load.

*The erra-ic delays of 240 millisecnas am the 460 milliseconds

respectively for tne 200- ana 400-miilisecond delay aatches
storea at 3000 F were elimina.ed from these averages since the
aelay -zup of eac:. barely ruptured. It was concluded that the
cups expanded prior to rupturing and increased the apparent delay
time. Tr.is proLlem is associated witn tA.e insufficient ctharge
weig n of oazic .ead styptmate discussed in tne previous paragraph.
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TABLE III

DEIAY MATCH DATA

Conditioning
Unit Te=. Time Delay Time(2)

No. (o N.) (firs) (m)

(20C ma Nominal Delay)

1 -65 -- 185
2 -65 .. 170
3 -65 -- 180
4 Ambient --- 185
5 212 --- 190
6 (1) --- 215
7 300 72 170
8 300 120 240
9 300 120 170

10 300 168 165

(400 ms Nominal Delay)

1 -65 - 375
2 -65 - 355
3 -65 --- 370
4 Ambient --- 385
5 Ambient -- 365
6 212 -- 370
7 212 --- 345
8 212 -- 385
9 (1) -- 340

10 (1) -- 335
11 (1) --- 350
12 (1) --- 340
13 300 72 355
14 300 120 345
15 300 168 460

(1) Thermal Shock - 5 cycles, each cycle consisting of 3 hours at -800 F

followed imediately by 3 hours at 2120 F.

(2) All units fired with a 6 V DC source across a 1.3 ohm bridge circuit.
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1.4.3.4 A fourth test series of fourteen 200-millisec,'jd and fourteen

400-millisecond delay matches was fabricated to test the effects

of the improvements suggested from previous tests. The charge

weight of the basic lead styphnate igniter was increased to ten

m lligrams and the delay column heights were also lengthened. At

the request of the Signal Corps, all match test firings were

conducted at -650 F. Six each of the 200- and 400-millisecond

delay matches were stored for five to seven days at 3000 F prior to

conditioning at -650 F and firing. The results of the testing were

as follows:

a. All 200-millisecond delay matches functioned properly and with

reproducible results as shown in Table IV. However, the long

1 delay times indicated that the delay ciiarge weight was Too

great and required a reduction in thedelay column height to

obtain the specified 200-millisecond delay.

b. The test results of the 400-millisecond delay matches showed

that the output charge was being ignited by the delay charge in

only 50 percent of the units. Post-mortem analysis revealed

that the delay charge did not sustain buiing. An engineering

evaluation aetermined that either the A-1A delay charge igniter aid

not provide sufficient heat to ignite the delay column or the

delay column diameter (0.082 inch) was too small.

1.4.3.5 A test series consisting of fifteen 400-millisecond delay sealed

matches was fauricated and loaded in three groups, and testing was

conducted to eliminate the causes for failure in the previous
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All wits tested at -65o F after four hours storage.

CONiDI IIC.flG

unit 7 p ie Delay Timie (1)
(0 F) (HrS.) ( M

1 300 120 24-3.5
2 300 120 249.8
3 300 120 2W0.1
4 300 120 237.6
5 300 168 2.5
6 300 168 2W.3
7 Ambient -20.4

8 Ambient - 2h0.3
9 Ambient - 2h2.6

10 Ambient 2 8 .3
13 Ambient 228.3
12 Ambient - 229.6
13 Ambient - 232.9
14 Ambient - 229.8

AVERAGE 239.1

2AhM 249.8

MINIMM 228.3

(1) All units fired with a 6 V DC source across a 1.3-ohm bridge circuit.

• • • •m m • • mmS



test series. All test firings were conducted at -659 F.

a. Five units wer-e fabricated with a 0.082-inch diameter delay

colum and loaded with 20 milligrams of 20/80 borcn-calcim

chromats (B/CaCrO4 ) as the delay col~m igniter. The purpose

of this grow was to determine whether or not a delay ignition

material with a higher calorific output than A-IA would suffi-

ciently pre-heat the delay colum and allow i. to burn for

400 milliseconds. The advantage of this design would be the

use of standard in-stock coeonents and liading tools. All

units in this group failed to transfer burcing fro, the delay

column to the output flash charge.

b. Ten units were fabricated with a 0.1-inch diameter delay

column. Five were loaded with 20 milligrams of boron-calcium

chromate as the delay mix igniter, and five were loaded with

20 milligrams of A-1A as the delay mix igniter. The purpose of

these two groups was to determine whether or not the delay

column would burn successfully in a 0.1-inch diameter delay

column using either of the two igniter materials. All units

in these two groups transferred burning from the delay colum

to the output flash charge. Figure 3 illustrates the orientation

of components in the final design of the delay match.

1.4.4 Test Fixture. Prior to conducting the developmental testing, a test

fixture was designed through a joint effort by the Signal eorps and

Unidynamics. The purpose of the test fixture was to simulate the

conditions of the gas generat-r installed in a battery and to measure

Ioutput pressure ard time-to-peaA pressure of the gas generator and

propellant,
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1..1 .l The basic design of the test fixture is showm in .2igue L. Thi's

design ffeatures fourl burst disks whiclh burLst Wien a sufficient gas

pres sure is attainsed, alloriirg the gas to enter the unper chamber,

whi.ch bas a volume equal to the vol ute of electrolyte in an actual

battery. As the pressure builds uv in the urner cham±ber, the gas

bleeds through exhaust aorts into another chamber within fixed

volume.* The total volume of the two chambers is equal to the

volume of gas produced by the gas generator. Thu3s, when the gas

cools to ambient temverature, t4e pr~r nbt messould

be one ataosphere. The test fixture eliminates the use of' an

electrolyte, but includes exhaust ports to simulate the back

pressures encountered in the actual battery-activation systern.

l.hjs.2 Testing in the test fixture showed that it leaked at the welded

joint which secured the exhaust plate. As a result, the welded

joint was replaced with '10" rings around both edges of the exhaust

plate. The improved test fixture was tested for leakage by filling

the lower chamber with water and Dressurizing the upper chamber

with air at 150 psi. No leaks were detected.

1.4.h.3 A series of standard 950 cc gas generators was tested to establish

and characterize the test fixture Dressure-versus-time data. N-5

propellant was used for this test series to provide a standard for

comparison with the Unidynarics-developed propellant formlations.

The testing was conducted at ambient temperature, and ignition was

provided by a six-volt D.C. source. Table V shows the results of

uhis testing. It was concluded that an average Deak Dressure of
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TABLE V

PREoSURE-VS-TLKE FOR TEST FIXTURE EVALLATION

15ING STANDARD GAS GNERATOR

Ignition Peak Pressure Time-to-r'eak Peak Pressure Time-to-Peak
Unit Time (4) Chamoer I Chamber I Chamber II Chamber II
No. (Adse0.) (psi) (ms) (psi) (ms)L.

1 300 (1) (1) 50(2) 1600

2 340 1140 33 140 800

3 300 1120 82 95 800

4 500 1190 34 110 950

5 400 1200 29 110 800

6 300 1230 27 130 750

7 220 1300 28 (1) (1)

8 (1) 1330 26 (3) (3)

9 760 1175 22 70 1100

10. 780870 22 140

Average 433 1173 34 101 969

(1) Scope did not trigger
(2) Test Fixture leaked
(3) Wrong sweep speed on scope
(4) All units fired with a 6 V DC uource .ross a 1.3 ohm bridge

circuit.
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1 -;si adan average time-to-reak of 850 milliseconds is required

4z JtL.Ycate the standard gas g aerators in the test fLture.

lo ,nt Testing. Unidyrairics conducted developmental testing on

,he i formulations and gas generators develooed under this

contract :n the following three areas: (1) gas outut of the

rcpellants; (,) thermal stability of the propellants; and (3) pressure-

versus-time characteristics of the vropellants when loaded into the

gas generatcrs. N-5 vropellant was also subjected to these tests to

vrovide a comoarison with standard oropellants currently being used for

b ttery activation aoulication. In addition, this same testing was

performed on a commercially available prooellant, B. F. Goodrich's

C-501, to compare its thermal and output characteristics with the

Unidynamics -develoned oropellantso

l0.l -as Output Testing. las output tests were conducted to determine the

volume of gas produced by each oropellant measured in cubic centimeters-

per-gram of rrooellanto The tests were conducted using the orocedure

given in Appendix A,

1o5.1l. The first test series consisted of the two oropellant formulations,

N-1801 MOD A and N-iS25, which yielded satisfactory results in the

oreliminary thermal stability testing, and N-5 propellant, included

to provide a ba3is for romparison with standard orooellants. The

results of this test series, shown in Table VI, demonstrated that

either N-1POI Y"D A or N-1825 propellant formulation can be

utilized in battery activation gas generator annlications.
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TABLE VI

GAS OUTPUT OF N-5, N-1801 MOD A. AND N-i825

Sample N-5 Gas Output N. 1801 MOD A X-1825
Nuaber (cc/gm) Gas Out ut Gas Output(cci1Z,, (cc/gg)

1 627 673 546

2 658 729 535

3 652 78-4

AVERAGE 646 710 541

1.5.1.2 A second series of gas output testing was conducted on three

formulations based on N-1825 propellant. These formulations were

designated N-1825A, N-1825B, and N-1825. (cf. p. 51). The gas

output of these formulations closely approximated the 646 cubic

centimeters-per-gram gas output of standard N-5 propellant. The

results of this testing are shown in Table VII.

TABLE VII

GAS OUTPUT OF N-1825A, N-1825B, AND N-1825C

Sample N-1825A N-1825B I-1825C
Number Gas Output Gas Output Gas Output

_(Col) (cgm) )

1 641 605 662

2 633 628 658

3 617 662

AVERAGE 640 617 661
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1.5.1.3 A third series of gas output testing was conducted to determine the

effect of varying the percentage composition of the a=oniuz perchl rate

oxidizer and guanidine picrate additive by plus or minus one percent.

The formulations in this test series were N-1825D and N-1825E. two

variations on N-1825B and differing only in a plus or minus one

percent of oxidizer and additive, as well as N-1825B-3, -which was

a different batch prepared using the same formulation as N-1825B.

The results indicated little effect from the ingredient variation

and demonstrated that all three formulations have gas output

characteristics similar to standard N-5 propellant. Table VIII

shows the results of this test series.

TABLE VIIIr GAS OUTPUT OF N-1825B, N-1825D. AND N-1825E

N-1825B N-1825D N-1825E
Sample Gas Output Gas Output Gas Output
Number (cc/m) (cc/gm) (cc/gm)

1 617 638 612

2 601 632 622

3 617 610

AVERAGE 612 634 615

1.5.2 Thermal Stability Testing. Thermal stability testing was conducted

to determine: (1) the pressure of gases evolved during elevated

emperature storage for seven days; (2) the weight loss incurred

during elevate,' temperature storage for seven days in sealed units;
a

~and (3) thd changes in physical characteristics after elevated



temea:.-e starage for se-ren :ays- Afte.- trne tea. s=g. the

vressure gages we:-.- re-;ndered ze-tv dze :~- O*eexOS to the

extre~ee c lcoditionis. :erefore. no effo-Irt -.-s =de to

ca.are data on te =essare of the gases eTolve in any ser:Ies of

thermal stablit-Y testing. !es:.-ng was con.Acted :n ac.orda.ne wirth

the procedure given in Az)ppendx Z.

1.5.2.1 T ne first series of ther-al stability testing was conducted using

the N-'.801 MOD A and !-1825 for-u]-aions wh.ich .wroved satisfactory

in the preliminary thermal stability testing. Concurrently, NI-5

propellant was tested to provide a basis for com.aing the ther.-al

stability characteristics of the Unidynazics-develoDd formulations

with a standard propellant. TIhe results of this test series demon-

strated that the N-1825 propellant formulation lost considerably

less weight than either N-5 or N-1801 MOD A. The test results are

shown in Table IX.

TABLE IX

THEMIAL STABILITY OF N-5. N-1801 MOD A AND N-1825

(3000 F Storage for 168 Hours)

N-5 N-1801 MOD A N-1825

Sample Weight Loss Weight Loss Weight Loss
Number M M

1 3.37 16.86 0.48

3.57 18,04 .5Q

AVERAGE 3.47 17.45 0o 51

(1) Temperature storage lim'ted to 2000 F.
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1.5.2.2 In cm4=ncticn with the prcoellant therma. stabilit? tests. tests

were co.-Aucted on rilied. ground, and umground axaonium perchiorste

to determine t heir rnivid-al thermal stability. These tests were

conructed by storing sailes of the anzniwt perchlorate In ome

containers in 3000 F environment for 1.68 hours and recording percent

weight loss daily. Figure 5 shows the results of this testing. From

-s testing it was c!ncluded that the use of ground azczroru

perchlorate (particle size - 10 1 5 -2.crons) would imrovne the thermal

stability of the Dropeliants. Consequently all propellant formulations

subsequent to N-1825A utilized ground amonium perchlorate. Similar

testing was conducted on propellants .N-1825A, B, and C. The results

of this testing are shown in Figure 6.

1.5.2.3 The second propellant thermal stability test series consisted of

three variations of the N-1825 pr pellant formulation, N-1825A, N-1825B,

and N-1825C. The results of this test series demonstrated that either

N-1825A or N-1825B has sufficient tnermal stability to withstand con-

ditioning at 3000 F for extended periods without deleterious effects.

The results of this test series are shown in Table X.

TABLE X

THERMAL STABILITY OF N-1825A, N-1825B-l. and N-1825C
(3000 F Storage for 168 hours)

Sample N-1825A N-1825B-I N-1825C(1)

Number Weight Loss (%) Weight Loss (%) Weight Loss (%)

1 0.15 0.17 6.35

2 0.15 0.19 0.02

AVERAGE 0.15 0.18

(1) Variation attributed to weighing errors. No retest was conducted since
this formulation did not perform satisfactorily in subsequent pressure-
versus-time testing and was discarded as a possible oand4ats.
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1.5.2.4 The third group of propellant formulations tested for thermal

stability were the N-1825 formulation and two variations. N-1829)

and N-182A, which differed from N-1825B by a variation in content

of amonium perchlorate oxidizer and guanidirne pJarate additive by

plus or minu-s one perc!ent. The results are shown in Table II and

demonstrate that the one percent variation in oxidiser and additive

had no appreciable effec. on the weight loss of either formulation.

TABLE II

THERMAL STABILITY OF N-1825B-3. N-1825D AND N-1825E

N-1825B-3 N-1825D N-1825
Sample Weight Loss Weight Loss Weight Lost
Number

, 0.36 0.40 0.37

2 0()4

AVERAGE 0.38

(1) One sample tested.

1.5.3 Initial Pressure-Versus-Time Testing. Pressure-versus.time testing

was conducted tc determine: (1) the effect of temperature variation

on peak pressure, (2) time-to-peak pressure, and (3) ignition time.

This testing required the use of the test fixture previously qualified.

The gas generators used for the testing were 950 cc Mdels, ignited

by one Unidynamics instantaneous sealed match,

1.5.3.1 The first series of initial pressure-versus-time ests were con-

ducted using 66 gas generators, one-third containing N-5 propellant,

one-third containing formulation N-1801 MOD A, and one-third contaiiing



forsulation U-1825. The ignition .- erial used was sandard 666

co-.3osition (eqcual parts tV weignt of si-icon, lead zicxde, cupruous

oxide). Table XII shows the variation of tne three propellant compo-

siticns over the temperature range and Tables XIII, XIV, and XV

present the results of the testing.

TABLE XII

PEMT DEATIGN Fh-a4 YYWN1

Temperature Peak Pressure Time-to-Peak
Composition Ranze .- %) - Pressure ()

N-5 -65 to 200' F 3)J7 39.0

N-1801 MOD A() -65 to 3000 F 16.3 22.6

N-1825 -65 to 300c F 30.4 14.1

(1) Results do not include 3C0 ° F temperature storage.

1.5.3.2 The following is a discussion of the pressure-versus-time test

results:

a. Observations of the units during the testing indicated that all

units containing comp-sitions N-5 and N-1825 functioned normally,

while the units containing composition N-1801 MOD A functioned

properly except for tnose stored at 3000 F.

b. The two units containing N-1801 OD A, wnich were stored for

72 hours at 3000 F, blew out the base plugs. One unit was fired

after 120 hours at 3000 F with the bate plug ph- sically con-

tained, but the leadwires were blown rom tris unit, thus allowing

leakage. During each of these tests. the pressure ahead of the
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burst diaphragms was in excess of 3,500 psi. Consequently, the

three remaining gas generators which had been stored at 3000 F

were not fired because the test fixture was not designed to

withstand such high pressures.

c. In sumry, the pressure-versus-time results for N-5. N-1801 MOD A,

and N-1825 show that:

(1) Cormposition N-1825 gives more reproducible results with

respect to pressure-versus-time than composition N-5;

(2) Composition N-1801 MOD A is unsuitable for 3000 F appli-

caticns;

(3) Time-to-peak pressure is an average 719 milliseconds for

N-1825 compared with an average 531 milliseconds for N-5.

1.5.3.3 The second series nf initial pressure-versus-time testing was con-

ducted to determine: (1) whether or not the time-to-peak pressure

of formulation N-1825 could be reduced to a value similar to that

of N-5 by reducing the average oxidizer particle size. and (2) the

effecc of varying the percentages of the ammonium perchlorate

oxidizer and tte guanidine picrate additive. Three 5000-gram bat.ant s

of propellant were prepared, and the Percentage composition of eac-,

is given in Table XVI.
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TABLE XVI

PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION OF N-1825-1. N-1825-2, and N-1825-3

N-1825-1 N-1825-2 N-1825-3
Intredient (% Composition) (% Composition) (% Composition)

Ammonium Perchlorate, 33.95 40.95 26.95
Unground (Note)

A, Ammonium Perchlorate, 14.55 17.55 11.55

Ground
(10-20 micron size)

Hycar 1000 x 103 15.00 15.00 15.00

Guanidine Picrate 36.0 26.O0 46.0

Carbon Black 0.50 0.50 0.50

Note: Subsequent testing proved that ground ammonium .erchlorate

is more stable than unground (cf. paragraph 1.5.2.2, p. 29).
However, these formulations were prepared before the thermal
stability test results were known.

1.5.3.4 Eight gas generators were loaded from each of three batches of

propellant, using standard 666 ignition material and propellant

grains with the same configuration as those previously tested. Fomr

of the eight units from each propellant batch were test, fired at

ambient conditions in the test fixture, and the remaining 12 units

were stored at 300 F for 168 hours and then fired in the test fix-

ture. The results are shown in Tables XVII, XVIII, and XIX, and

discussed :n the following paragraphs:

a. The relatively large percentage weight loss during thermal

stability testing demonstrated by these formulations (1.6-4.1

percent) and the erratic results from the test firings shown

in Tables XVII, XVIII, and XIX were attributed to a change in
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the processing of tne 5000-gram batches from previous preparations

rather than to the propellant formulations. Several changes in

the preparation procedure were made during the blending and tying

of these batches. These changes include: (1) a scale-up of the

mix size from 400 to 5000 grams; (2) the use of ti five-gallon

mixer in place of a one-quart mixer; (3) the use of now lots of

Hycar 1000 x 103 rubber, ammonium perchlorate, and guanidine

picrate; and, (4) the elimination of the drying and granulating

portion of the mixing cycle since the aspirator could not produce

a sufficient vacuum with the larger five-gallon mixer. In

considering the relative importance of each of these changes,

the conclusions reached were based primarily on past experiemm

with the propellant type to which N-1825 belongs. In addition,

the manner in which the properties of the propellant changed

provide an indication of the causes of change. The performance

changes which occurred were: (1) erratic pressure-vs-time

functioning after 3000 F storage for 168 hours, and (2) excesive

weight loss in sealed pressure capsules after 3000 F storage for

168 hours.,

b. The scale-up of the mix size should have had no effect on the

properties of the propellant. Past experience with extruded

polybutadiene-acrylic acid has shown that this propellant type

may be mixed in quantities from 1 to 50 pounds with reproducible

results. As stated earlier, new lots of ammonium perchlorate,

guanidine picrate, and Hycar 1000 x 103 were used. However,

the ammonium perchlorate and Hycar 1000 x 103 were certified

by the manufacturers to meet the standards of purity required.
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by Unidynamics for this application. The guanidine picrate

was prepared internally and conformed to Unidynamics

Specifications.

c. The elimination of the drying and granulating portion of the

mixing cycle did constitute a major change in the mixing pro-

cedure and was considered to be the source of the erratic

results obtained with these propellant formulations. It is

during the time that the solvent is drawn out of the propellant

that much of the blending action occurs. As the solvent is

removed, the binder becomes stiff, and considerable friction

is produced by the action of the mixer blades. The shearing

action which takes place is a very critical step in the incor-

poration of the solid ingredients into the rubber binder matrix.

During this time the propellant is broken up into an extrudable

granular form while the uniformity of the mixture i.i maintained.

The elimination of this step in the mixing cycle was necessitated

by the inability of the aspirator to produce a suitable vacuum.

As a result, the propellant was removed from the mixer in a gum-

my form, cut into small cubes while still wet, and dried at

1600 F. Through analysis of the product indicated that as

the hexane evaporated from the propellant, the distribution

of its solid constituents was altered, and, without further

blending to maintain the proper distribution, the constituent

distribution remained altered in the grains extruded for testing.
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d. This series of tests confirmed the necessity of vacuum mixing

for this type of propellant, since favorable time-to-peak

pressu.res were not obtained for these batches which were

not mixed under a vacuum. Therefore, all subsequent batc es

of N-1825 propellant were made in 400-gram ba-ches to facilitate

usage of equipment with vacuum milling capabilities.

1.5.4 Evaluation of C*-501 Propellant. Based on the results of the previous

testing and the availability of a commercial propellant which would

theoretically meet the thermal stability and performance requirements

for the Signal Corps gas generator, Unidynamics procured C-501

propellant from B. F. Goodrich Aero-,)pace and Defense Products for

comparison with the Unidynamics-developed propellants as described

in the following paragraphs.

1.5.4.1 A moisture analysis was conducted on propellant C-501 to.determine

the percentage of moisture contained in the propellant as received.

The tests were conducted in duplicate using approximately 1-gram

samples. The samples were weighed and then plac id in a 1600 oven

for three hours; the loss in weight from this storage was recorded

as moisture. (1600 F was used in order to duplicate conditions

previously utiized on other propellant tests). The results of

the analysis showed the absorbed moisture to be 0.03 and zero

percent by weight in two lots.

1.5.4.2 Rated gas output tests were conducted on propellant C-501 to

determine the volume of gas produced in cubic centimeters. These

tests were conducted in triplicate with approximately .3-gram



rsamtles of the propellant in accordance with the procedure given

in Appendix A. The results of this testing were as follows:

Sample No. 1 Samole No. 2 Sample No. 3 Average

692 700 715 702.3

1.5.4.3 Thermal stability tests were conducted on propellant C-501 to

determine:

1. the Dressure of gases evolved during elevated temperature

storage for 168 hours,

2. the amount of weight loss in sealed units during elevated

temperature storage for 168 hours, and

3. the changes in the propellant's physical characteristics.

Testing was conducted in accordance with the procedure given in

Appendix B. Two pressure capsules containing the C-501 propel-

lant were placed in a 3000 F oven and pressure readings were

taken after one hour and then after each 24 hours for 168 hours.

No pressure readings were obtained on the pressure gages. At the

end of 168-hour storage at elevated temperature, the pressure

capsules were post-mortemed to determine the physical changes of

the propellant samples with respect to dimensions and weight.

Table XX shows the physical parameters of the C-501 propellant

samples before and after temperature storage. The percent weight

loss of C-501 after 168 hours at 3000 F was not greater than

1.2 percent, and incaicated that C-501 propellant exhibits little

tendency to aecompose. ixamination of the grains showed that



T BLE XX

PHYSICAL DAI ON C-501 PROPELLANT SAMPLES

BEFORE AND AF7ER 3000 F SIDRAGE FOR 168 HOURS

Capsule Capsule
No. 1 No. 2

Grain Iameter Before (in.) .375 .375

Grain Diameter After (in.) .384 .389

Grain Length Before (in.) 2.u19 2.024

Grain Length After (in.) 2.020 2.010

Weight Before (gms.) 5.3153 5.3152

Weight After (gins.) 5.3060 5.2515

Weight Loss (gins.) .0093 .o637

Percent Weight Loss (M .18 1.2

Apparent Density (gms/cc) 1.67 1.66
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the propellant retained some of its flexibility and was apparently

not detrimentally affected physically.

1.5.4.4 Pressure-versus-time tests were conducted on C-5C1 propellant to

determine the effect of conditioning temperature variation on

peak-pressure, time-to-peak pressure, and ignition time. Twenty-

two 950 cc gas generators, ignited by one Unidynamics instantaneous

sealed match, were fabricated utilizing standard 666 composition

as the ignition material. The units were tested in the test fix-

ture and Table XXI shows the percent variation from the mean of the

peak-pressure and time-to-peak pressure on propellant C-501. The

test conditions and pressure-versus-time test results are presen-

ted in Table XXII. In addition, the results from previous

testing with N-5 and N-1825 are included for comparison.

TABLE XXI

COMPARATIVE PERCENT VARIATION FROM MEAN FOR N- . N-1825, AND C-501 -

Peak Pressure Time-To-Peak Pressure
Composition Temperature Range (9) (%)

N-5 -65 to 2000 F 32 3')

N-1825 -65 to 3000 F 30 17

C-501 -65 to 3000 F 29 22

1.5.4.5 Upon completion of the evaluation testing of C-501 propellant, the

following conclusions were reached jointly by the Signal Corps

and Unidynamics:

a. Prcpellant C-501 had performed satisfactorily in ail testing

to Aicn it was subjected, but the exhaust gass contained
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. twice the amount of hydrochloric acid as N-1825 propellant.

b. Propellant C-501 is a cast propellant and cannot be furiished

with center perforations

c. N-1825 is an extrudable propellant and can be furnished in any

configuration for which a die can be made.

d. The basic N-1825 formulation could be stabilized, and better

reproducibility could be obtained.

1.5.5 Final PrResure-Versus.Ti 2 Testing. Based on the above conclusions, a

propellant study was initiated to formulate a propellant incorporating

the basic M-1825 constituents that would havu the following character-

istics: (1) lot-to-lot reproducibility, (2) thermal stability at 3000 F

for 168 hours, and (3) a time-to-peak pressure less than 531 milliseconds.

1.5.5.1 The first Pressure-versus-time test series of this study consisted

of ten 950 cc gas generators loaded with one Unidynamics instan-

taneous sealed match, standard 666 ignition material, and a

propellant formulation designated N-1825A. • Five units were tested

after ambient storage, and fiv6 were tested after storage at 3000 F

for 168 hours. Table XXIII shows the results of this testing.

The average time-to-peak pressure was 548 milliseconds with a

range of plus 198 and minus 148 milliseconds. The percentage com-

position of M-125A -is -shown in Table XXIV, and was formulated

to reproduce the performance of batch N-1825.2 prqviously tested.

*lthough two matches are required in the end item to provide redundant
ignition, only one match was utilised in this test series in the interest
of economy Should a failure to ignite have occurred, the match could have
been replaced with minimum lost time.



PR0Phi.i ,C k-1825A

Firing Temperature " ."e"

NO07: All units fired with a 6 Volt DC source across a 1.3-ohm bridge circuit.

Storage. Peak Pressure Time-To-Peak
Unit Temp. Time Chamber II Pressure
1"o_. (Or-) (hrs. (psi) (S)

1 30 168 400 400
2 300 i68 340 600
3 300 168 410 400
4 30i 168 360 570
5 300 168 (I) (1)
6 Ambient --- 330 750
7 Ambient - 280 560
8 Amoient -- 300 610

9 Ambient - 400 480
10 Amabient --- _56o

AV AG, 358 548

± ,AXIi,[d 410 750

,,iIi.i l.11,.1 280 400

(i) Bad Film



TABIZV XXIV
-- PERCENTAGE CWNP0SIT-ION OF U-1825A

1-1825k
I_redint (% Composition)

Ammonium Perchlorate, Unground 41.65
(See Note, Table IVI, P o 38)

Ammonium Perchioraie, Ground

(mean particle sizp of 13 microns) 17.85

Guanidine Picrate 25.00

Hycar 1000 x 103 15.00

Carbon Black 0.50

1.5.5.2 The second test series in the propellant study was conducted on

propellant formulations N-1825B and N-1825C to determine which of

the two exhibited a time-to-peak pressure similar to that of N-5.

These two propellant formulations utilized the conclusions of the

thermal stability testing of the ammonium perchlorate oxidizer and

incorporated all ground ammonium perchlorate to provide greater

thermal stability for the propellants. The percentage composition

of the two propellants is shown in Table XXV, and differs only

in the percent of ammonium perchlorate oxidizer and guanidine

picrate additive.

TABLE XXV
PERCENT COMPOSITION QF N-1825B and N-1825C

N-1825B N-1825C
Ingredient (% Composition) (% Composition)

Ammonium Perchl -ate, Ground 56.5 59.5

Hycar 1000 x 103 16.0 16.0

Guanidint. Picr,4te 27.0 24.0

K Carbon Black 0.5

100.0 100.0

• • w • • m • • • •4
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1.5.5.3 'ive units were loaded with each formulation, utilizing one

11nidynamics instantaneous sealed match and standard 666 ignition

material. All units were tested at ambient conditions in the

test fixture. Tables XXVI and XXVII show the pressure-versus-time

data for propellants X-1825B and N-1825C, and Table XXVIII shows a

comparison of the pressurt-versus-time results for propellants

V-1825B, N-1825C, aid standard N.-5. An analysis of the data

obtained from this se.ies of testing led to the following

conclusions:

a. N. 825B has burn time characteristics similar to those

exhib;. -d by N-5 propellant;

b. Delay problems in pressure buildup in Chamber II of the test

fixture were ;,-.valent and could be attriouted to: (1) the

666 ignition material or (2) the rupturing of the burst die.

which would allow the pressure to drop at a high rate to

less tkr 100 psi.

1.5.5.4 As a result of the above conclusions, ignition tests were conducted

to determine whether the large variation in time-to-peak pressure

was the result of poor ignition by the 666 ignition material or

the result of the sudden reduction in pressure when the burst

disks ruptured. The first test series utilized N-1825B propellant

and consisted of six units. The ignition material in the first

three was a zirconium/barium chromate mixture incorporating

ground glass. The second three units contained silicon/lead

dioxide as the ignition material. These units were tested in the
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TABLr, XXV.

kru. U-VRUS-TfL4 DATA

P?,,0PxJT N-1825B

Storage Temperature - Ai-bient
Firing Temperature - Ambi,-nt

e - Pressure Time-To-Peak
Unit Ignition Cha--'er II Pressure
No. iiiaterial tpsij (ms)

1 666* 350 380
2 66t 370 470
3 666 300 520
4 6a6 360 450
5 666 390 600

AVERAGE 374 484

MAXiMUM 390 60

AiINfLIAUM 300 38U

*Equal parts of cuprous oxide, lead dioxide, and silicon.

:.JTE: All units fired with a 6 V DC source across a 1.3-ohm bridge
circuit.



LA,.NT N-.1 825C

Storage Temperature - Ambient
Firin., Temperature - j.,bient

Peak Pressure Time-To-x-ak

Unit Ignition 3hamber I! Pressure

No. Material (psi) _ ()

1. 666" 410 320
2. 666 260 350

3. 666 33L 330

4. 666 420 270

5. 666 33048

AVERAGE 350 350

e.i---, 420 480

AIN UCd 260 270

*Equal parts of cuprous oxide, lead dioxide, and silicon.

NOTE: All units fired with a 6 V DC source ac-oss a 1.3-oht bridge

circuit.
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TAbi.LJ XiLVii

C~n~-mtI4 tEPR,~~tr-Vi~iS - A r6' Ujtfzj FOit

P.OPRiihz N-1251B3 h-1825C. AIND N-5

7iring Temperature - A.,ibient

Item N-1825L- N-1825 N-

Average Time-i'o-Peak (ms) 484 .5O 531

Maximum Time-To-Peak (ms) 60u 480 730

Minimum Time-To-Peak (ms; 380 270 320

Average Peak Pressure (kzi) 374 350 224

Maximum Peak Pressure (psi) 390 420 370

Minimum Peak Pressure (psi) 300 260 140

NOTE: All units fired with a 6 V D3 source across a 1.3-ohm bridge
circuit.
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Sipal Corps Test Fixture. The results of this testing are shown

in Table XI. The preasurversus-time trace on these tests

showf that the zirconium/glass/bari= ckromate mixture provided

more uniform ignition characteristics, and ,2so showed that the

ignition material was not the entire cause of ignition delays,

Subsequent to these tests, five additional units were loaded using

N-1825B propellant with a zirconium/glass/barium chromate mixture

as the ignition material. These units were tested in the Sigal

Corps Test Fixture with a nozzle between the gas generator and the

first burst disk. The purpose of this nozzle was to maintain a

pressure in the gas generator which would be sufficiently high

to insure stable burning. The results of this testing as shown

in Table XXX led to the following conclusions:

a. N-1825B propellant had reproducible burning characteristics;

b. N-1825B could be tailored to meet most 6ignal Corps requirements;

c. A nozzle would be required on the gas generator to maintain

internal pressures sufficiently high to insure stable burning

of the propellant grain.

1.5.5.5 A third series of pressure-versus-time testing was conducted using

three additional propellant batches to determine: (1) manufac-

turing reproducibility of N-1825 a-d (2) manuf,.cturing tolerances

cn percentage composition of oxidizer and coolant additive. The

formulations were designated N-1825B-3, N-1825D, and N-1825E;

Table XXXI shows the percentage compositions of the three batches,
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TABLE XX',

PRESSURE-VERSUS-TIME DATA

PROPELLANT 4.-1825B

Storage Temperature - Ambient
Firing Temperature - Ambimt

Peak Pressure Time-To-Peak

Unit Igmition Chamber II Pressure

No. Material (psi) (ms)

1() 350 570
2 (1) 380 660
3 (1) 320 530
4 (2) 290 680
5 (2) 430 440
6 (2) 340 _

AVERAGE UNITS 1 TO 3 350 587

AVEUAGE UNITS 4 - 5 353 540

(1)Zirconium 39,1%

Barium Chromate 47.8%
Borosilicate Glass 13.1%

(,Silicon 15%

Lead Dioxide 85%

NOTE: All units fired with a 6 V DC source across a 1.3-ohm bridge circuit.

4:
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"T.ABLE

pRESSURE-VERSUS-TIME DATA

PROPELLANT N-1825B

Storage Temperature - Ambient
Firing Temperature - Ambient
One-tenth-lnch diameter nozzle between gas generator and burst disk No. 1

Peak Pressure Tixn-To-Peak

Unit Ignition Chamber II Pressure
No. Material (,i) (me)

1 (2) 440 250

2 (2) 370 240

3 (2) 330 300

4 (2) (1)(1)

5 (2) ( (1)

AVERAGE 380 263

MAXIMUM 440 300

MINIMUM 330 240

( )Transducer orifice clogged

(2)zirconium 39.1%

Barium Chromate 47.8%
Borosilicate Glass 13.1%

NOTE: All units fired with a 6 V DC source across a 1.3-ohm bridge circuit.



TABLE LMI

PRESSURE.-VER.6US-TIME DATA

PROPELLANT N-i1825B

Storage Temperature - Ambient
Firing Temperature - Ambient
One-tenth-inch diameter nozzle between gas generator and burst disk No. 1

Peak Pressure Tim-To-Peak
Unit Ignition Chamber II Pressure

No. Material (i me

1 (2) 440 250
2 (2) 370 240
3 (2) 330 300
4 (2) (1) (1)
5 (2) (1) (1

AVERAGE 380 263

MAXIMUM 440 300

MINIM 330 240

(')Transducer orifice *logged

(2) zirconium 39.1%
Barium Chrom~ate 47.8%
Borosilicate Glass 13.1%

NOTE: All units fired with a-6 V DC source across a 1.3-ohm bridge circuit.
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C
TABLE XXI

PERCENAGr; C0MP06ITI0N OF N-iS 25.. Nt-1825D. AND N-1825E

N-1825B-3 ( ) N-1 825D N-1825E
Ingredient CoMposition) (% Composition) ( Composition)

Amonium Perchlorate, 56.5 57.5 55.5

Ground

Guanidine Picrate 27.0 26.0 28.0

Hycar 1000 x 1-3 16.0 16.0 16.0

Carbon Black 0.5 0.5 0.5

100.0 100.0 100.0

(1) Identical formulation as N-1825B prepared previously.

1.5.5.6 Twelve units were loaded with the N-1825\3 propellant, eight

units loaded with N-1825D, and eight unit- loaded with N-1825E,

All units utilized one Unidynamics instantaneous sealed match and

the zirconium/glass/barium chromate mixture as the ignition material.

The units were tested in thi test fixture with a cne-tenth-inch

diameter nozzle betwem the gas generator and the first burst

471k. The pressure-versus-time data obtained from firing the

units is presented in Tables XXXII, XXXIII, and XXXIV. It was

concluded from the results of this test series that:

a. N-1825B propellant yields batch-to-batch reproducibility;

b. variations of plus or minus one percent in either the oxidizer

or the coolant additive has little effect on the pressure-

versus-time characteristics.

1.6 Environmental Testing. Unidynamics conducted an extensive environ-

mental test program on the gas generators and N-1825B propellant
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TABLE XxxI

PR&,,URE-zRSUS-TBlC DATA

PR(PELLNT N-! 82 5B-3

One-tenth-inch nozzle between gs generator and burst disk No. I
Ignition material: Zr, 39.1% - BaCrO4 , 47.8% - Barosilicate Glass,
13.1 %

STORAGE Peak Pressure Time-To-Peak
Unit Temp. Time Chamber Ii Chamber II

No. (OF) (hrs.) (Pi) (L)

1 Ambient - 340 270
2 Ambient - 325 310
3 Ambient - 375 270
4 Ambient - 325 270
5 Ambient - 320 270
6 Ambient - 390 280
7 300 168 360 220
8 300 168 350 230
9 300 168 350 240

10 300 168 380 260
11 Ambient - 340 270
12 Ambient - 330 2p

AVERAGE 349 262

.IAXLUJ4M 390 310

AINfMUM 320 220

NOTE: All units fired with a 6 V DC source across a 1.3-ohm bridge circuit.
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TABIL XXXIII

?RFS6Uii-VLRSU5-TIME DATA

PQLLWuJ N!I82D

One-tenth-inch nozzle between gas generator and burst disk N@o. 1
Ignition material: Zr, 39.1% - Bar ,04 , 47.8% - Boresilicate Glass, 13.1%

STOdAGE Peak Pres sure Tism-To-Peak
Unit Temp. Tiae Chamber II Chamber Ii
No._F) (hrs.) (oi) (mas)

1 300 168 460 260
2 300 16a 450 210
3 300 168 380 210
4 300 168 330 290
5 Ambient - 360 290
6 Ambient - 350 230
7 Ambient -370 2Z70
8 Ambient 35-9

AVERAGE 381 256

i4A4M 460 290

MINIMU4 330 210

NOTE: All units fired with a 6 V DC source across a 1.3-ohm bridge circuit.
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TAIZI XXMI

. un-r' W-D DATA

.pAOpzLAW~ N-1825E

One-tenth-inch nozzle between gas generator and burst disk !o. I
Iiition material: Zr, 39.ti - BarrO4 , 47.8% - Borcsilicate Glass,
:3.1 %

storame Peak Pressure Tims-To-Peak
Unit Temp. Ti Chxaber II Chamber I

No. _____ ((z. (psi) tip)

1 300 168 380 290
2 3C0 168 370 240
3 300 168 380 280
4 300 168 380 220
5 Ambient - 340 250
6 Ambient - 350 260
7 Ambient - 320 250
8 Ambient -- U

AVERAGE 364 253

AAX M 390 290

IAIN M 320 22D

NOTE: All units fired with a 6 V DC source across a 1.3-oum bridge circuit.
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developed under this cor. :-c ! to determine: (1) the advantage of

either locating the s m- aatc* at the base plug or at the exhaust

end of the gas gener,?'+r-, *nd (-'A whether c,: not propellant 1-1825B

would withstand tk- ,e nt conditioning specified in Signal

Corps Techncical .ji~i6&

1.6.1 In the first e- ronmental tst series, 24 gas generators were fab-

ricated which would theoretically produce 950 cc of gas. Twelve of

these units utilized base plug ignition, while the remaining twelve

units utilized exhaust end ignition. Each of these units contained

two sealed matches. 300 miligrams of zirconium/barium chromate/

ground glass ignition material, and a nozzle with three exhaust ports.

The diameter of these ports resulted in appraxitely the san

Veffective cross-sectional area as the single 0.1-inch diameter nozzle

in the test fixture. The sae cross-sectional area was utilized in

an attempt to maintain the time-toa-peak established during the

propellant study.

1.6.1.1 The gas genrators were conditioned under varous environmental

conditions and test fired in the Signal Corps Test Fixture. Table

XXXV shows the environmental conditioning of each unit and the

test results of each unit with exhaust end ignition. Table XXXVI

shows the environmental conditioning and test firing results from

the units utilizing base plug ignition. From the test results it

is concluded that:

(1) Locating the sealed matches at the base plug end of the Gas

Generator is relatively easier to manufacture than the exhaust
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end ignition design, and the base plug end design offers

higher average circuit resistance after firing; and

(2) U-1825B propellant will successfully withstand the environ-

mental conditions outlined in Signal Corps Technical

Requirement SCL-7564.

1.6.1.2 The gas volume produced by the gerators was calculated using

the actual pressure and temperature of tbi, gas one minute after

firing. The calculation was wft in accordance with the follow-

ing equation:

V = P2 TiVi

P1 T2

Where: V = Finl volume of gas

P2 = Pressure one minute after firing psig

P1 = Standard pressure 15 psi

T1 = Standard Temperature 2730 K

T2 = Temperature of gas one minute after firing OK

V, = Initial volume of closed bomb = 1015 cc

Based on the Eas volume data shown in lables XXXIV and XXXV. the

amount of propellant utilized in the 950 cc delay gas generators

will be reduced to: 1140 cc =

1.88 (3 Xgas

I = 1.57 gms. weight of
propellant
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1.6.2 The second environmental test series consisted of the evaluation of 36

gas generators utilizin; base plug end ignition. Twelve of these uzits-

were to theoretically produce 950 cc of gas with an ignition delay of

200 milliseconds. The remaining 24 units were to theoretically produce

8000 cc of gas with 12 units each having instantaneous and 400

miUisecon~s delay ignition elements.

1.6.2.1 During evaluaticn of the first group of gas generators, it was deter-

- jd.tMthe gas generator delay ignition elements were deficient

in that the ignitor material was not be-ng reliably contained on the

bridgewire causing occasional firing failures. In considaration of

this deficiency, Unidynamics discontinued the evaluation of this

group of gas generators, incorporated a minor modification to correct

4the deficiency and manufactured a second group of gas generators for

evaluation. The modification consisted of incorporating a positive

support, independent of component tolerance stack-up, to the paper disk

retaining the ignitor charge.

1.6.2.2 The gas generators were subjected to various environmental conditions

and test fired in the closed bomb. The test plan for these units,

including the environmental conditioning sequence, is included as

Appendix C. The test results are presented in Table XXXVII.

1.6.2.3 Several difficulties were encountered during thi environmental condi-

tioning and testing. These problems are discussed in the following

paragraphs.

a. The first difficulty encountered was the failure of the end

potting, !00 PUW Eccobond LV45, and 150 PBW No. 15 LV catalyst,

i to withstand 3000 F for 168 hours. The potting hr'. melted and

run, thus lending itself ineffective for the remaiiide)- of the
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env-L-omnftaL' on1 t!-onig 41 The wti ts vere reore by remov-:ng

th Potti-g and closure disks. insert.g .n-w closrt disks, a.d

potting mv - a wixture of iC ?3T Stycast So. 2651 ard E .F

No. U1 Catalyst.

b. A second diffic-.1--y was e o~tered dzg- enmirmsmtal testing.

ViL-aticn of the unil-s at 21V~ -7 -:,tcd~ced 5scil- voids in tre

eni potti-g of 10 smts a ir te leakage of sxil am ss of

ignitio povier. The ieakaqe of -te pgn te adver a--e -tiy

led to the igitiion of ;e B 5 cc 43 nilisecnd dela- 7t

during vibration. After voids i_ the ctting were repaired, the

environmental cd.atieozng seqieirce was ccrdined. Si.ce c Ay

a sPAIII portim! of ign.icr cud' ae wa Lost frcm wzy unit, =i

aditional ignition :xder was a&red to ccemsate for the ioss.

c. Two undesirable effects were noticed on the outout end of the

gas generators during the test firings.

(1) ?irst, t grain trap was exie:!ed :q the z ase on scve

units. It was felt that this effect was due to excessive

operating pressures inside the case or margi ai holding

capabilities of the end cri. The excessive operating
pressure possibility was investigae by recalculating t e

theoretical oPerating pressure and evaluating the output end

of the units for possible restriction. Th e recalculation

showed that the theoretical operating pressure was at a

desirable level, but the evaluation of the output end

indicated that the end potting could possibly be offering



ermgt- resistance to itmrease the i-itital meratvig -ress=Te

"no e mate thts ressibi&f , the =cttirg 'Stvast 50. 1

a rigid mrttimg amd dis~r sks wer r'riemue ai the oe

e the g:rain *ra wer-e wisal. , - -red to mr e

st-cti-a. A tm ec em &SW ims t"Ipaed core the gra!= tr-

and toe =erihery oF -ms rotttoe" vitb 511-astic ?rI 50. 7,31

sil-sce e It isfelt tbat t e 277 siliiem r--ter-

a~p1ie to cm1ir the pp-i±hery o! ,the close disk cased

essetaPy = ircrase -- te ;-=itia1  rsile

el~d~ao-4 te ram "a- was -arle Seweral.

ritherir of' the test firirgs. Based mn, ,tese

finings, it is fel~t tha?- --he h~ldirc hii o t-be

crim- is 2! an~i 7vst be itzi

(2) 7The seccrai rudeSira-1e effect a= tb-e vm*trut end of the ni--s

wa t i.- r- Zi cing area of. +,he zratr. trap, "-c rease d m r z

tie "f r of the W-its. '17he heali. and =resOd ?cced by

tbe vroellan- was ir. excess of the arabiIAy of the a~ti

rantrar,. a".-= was oniy l./32-irh 4thick 'r the a~ea e! the

orifices. Tegrain. trap sh'ldbe redesi gnet for succeed: ng

r~ocuz.reozwv; 9.

d. A f ourth problem we-s ext'erierc ed with the te,-st fixt-ir. It, W1.1

be noted in Table Z--,Xv7H that most cf the initial f ir-.rnzs exhibited

extremtely high peak tpre--sures in t--e hizh cressure crharrber. Based

or, ar, engireer irz evaluation!Dr, the nozzle 4-r the test fixture
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between the h.g., and low pressure cha~bers was reco- n

reviewi -i the reasons for inco._rporatir, the test fi xtre

nozzle, it was determined that the orzgzzLal test fixzure

design did not cc..tain the =ozzle asd that i --as later

acded to ansure an operating pressure high e o stal;ilize

urning of thte proellant-.~w~e. si-nce a gra=n rap was

added to the gas generat-or for the p~pssof con tai ning

the pro=ella;.t within the case and stabilizing the Lwn ing

of te vropellan.t, the test fixture nozzle is no longer

L6..2.4 Twa 950cc gas generators failed to fire at -600 F. T7he

resistance of both circ-its in each of the gas generators

was checked after firing and fou-nd to be greater than

50. 00G o.e=. The 200-cillisecond delay matches were renoved

and examined. It was deterr-dned that the delay matches had

not functioned completely. T.e delay natchnes were then

sectioned and the internal cononents were examined.

Examination showed that the base ignition charge (one

milligram of basic lead styphnate) ignited but failed to

ignite the transfer charge (five milligrams of A-IA). The

function of the transfer charge is to ignite the delay

element. Based on an engineering analysis, it was concluded

that the transfer charge in the delay matches failed to

ignite for one or both of the following reasons:

a. First, the one milligram base ignition charge was considered



to be mrgm'. for ip~tlg t,!A. F.hS ca~ ~ 6~

b. Socmdp the a;psaac of. the :r.=sfe cherjp in th ed

d*IzW Mtcrw a.ic'lem t'm ccs OXOMMIT 2cdstseve

in the -oe.

To prec1yad the reour.-ce of frai1~. caae b it 1 r of n

aboGve am fmt~s porvc mts, It Is remed-that sm lpdim

2U5iZw1ity tst~ be c=Wa&." fwr the delay 2stch adtbst extra

pxwcaztiarmm smsumo be takea 1- L-s-.o that &I'- pauers are

impt dry.

Itc
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2. ______M

2.1 t~reslts of the deveomet a4n ew lzaticn testing perford

doring tUas progr MenostJ-4ed hat Uiyuimicsl inxvieUnt,

5-W53 lm sacessf-a.Uy Uitkistand tbe anyfri "Mutalco ita

ontli in SM 75". In addition, eA8 a dtted iactuy

batch-to-iatcb re= bi , w e reo ible pressur-

esus-time results than staLwd N-.5 Fv-ellaato a tests

indicate that a alternate *lwMt. B.F. Goodrich C-501, votId

be satisfactory fcr the dal conditioning outlined is

SCL 75%k. However, the percmnta. of acidic gases in C-501 propellant

mas aacrczinately tbice that of 5-182B.

2.2 Uniynuics' standard WE-036 sealed match 0 (s (PtMn ) Will

smccessfuily withstand the mvirenntal, conditans outlined in

SL 7561. So further develont work is required on the standard

091-1036 sealed match for use in gas georatorz requiring instan-

taneous ignition. Howver, two p otkaes were encountered vith the

delay match:

a. Ignition of ti.- delay match is marginal at -60o F,

b. Dela times ex ided the specified + five percent at temperatures

ranging from -600 F to 160 F.

2.2.1 Additional development work should be conducted on 'he delay

matches to insure reliA .e i-nition at -60° F and to determine

the feasibility of deLay tines within the specified + five

percent.

Im m a o a s m m • m m m m m m m m • lm n m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m



2.3 The basic gw g ati deign utilized thrvt the develoent

and testing pro pr~ud satisfactory for the application after

two design Iqrove.m.nt, were inorpoated: (1) positionig the

matches on the base plug ad and (2) the addition of a propellant grain

trap. These d"3 1mrovmnst resulted in higher circuit resistance

after firi g and increased reliability.

2.3.1 The addition of a propellmt grain trap. s eplained an page 56.

maintains internal pressure inside the gas gesrato" sufficiently high

to maintain stable borning of the propellant grain irrespoctive of

the pressure into which the generator gases are flowing. A proper

tatio of trap exhaust area to grain burn area, comonly designated

as Kn, is peculiar to any one propellant frmilatiA n is a mthbi

of controlli the pressure and rate at which the propellant will

burn.

2.3.2 Exceilent resistance after firing performance was obtained with

base-ond gnition as can be seen in Tablet XIV and XIXX, pages

61 and 65. With the matches located in the base plvw., a minium of

exhaust gas residue is deposited on the match eyelet between the

circuit pins, thereby eliminating the possibility of aking an

electrical path after the bridgewire has been consumed.

2.3.3 The capability of the unit to met the requirement for no greater

than + five percent variiton in peak pressure ofer the operating

temperature range was not established during Las test program.

Additional testing, beyond the scope of this program, would be

required to verify this parameter, as well as to assuri that all

materials used will withstand the operating temperatures and pressure.



., Tre cloed bomb firimg test fixture designed and fabricated d-4ring

the develom;ent p.-Wro rw ed basicaCj satisfactory for use im tne

test progrma. Hovever. -t is felt that the test fixture nozzle

restricted tre pressure wA shock iWulses, resulting n hig peak

pressure readings =. pr ssure Chazber go. I.. in addition, the test

fixt.re nozzle was am ecessary after the .ozzlzr feature was

incorporated iu the gas genorators.



3. OIAiT1U

3.1 Baud on the results obtained during the perfoa 0nce of this pr-

gram and the requiLren ts of SCL 7564, cacs rec ds that

No. N-1825B be utilized in further developowt work on V generators

directed toward fulfilling the reLre s of SCL 7564. Thi

prope] Ityields am reproducible pressure-vwsus-tim results than

standard W-5 propellant, and is capable of withstanding the environ-

=fttal ccidtios outlined in SCL 7564.

3.2 -cs recm s that the II.[-1O36 sealed match (instantaneous)

be incorporated-on all gas generators requiring instantaneous

ignition. To eliminate the problem associated with the delay match

(margLual ignition at -W F and delay time variations in excess

of the + five percent), Una s reco ds that additional

developent work be conducted to insure reliable ignition at 609 F

and to determine the feasibility of delay times within the specified

+ five percent at temperatures ranging from -6WP F to 1650 F.

3.3 Unidynamies recc- ndz additional developmnt work on the gas

generator design to insure that all zaterials used will withstand

the operating temperatures and pressures. In addition, work directed

toward achieving peak pressures and time to peak pressures within

± five percent will be required. The base plug end ignition and

grain trap features shoule. be continued on future units since they

provide greater reliability in ignition of the propellant, more

reproducibility in shot-to-shot performance, and greater circuit

resistance after firing.
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GAS- OUTPUT TXT PROCEtURE
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GAS- anWIi TEST PROCEDURE

1. Gram-atic Analytical Balance
2. Igpition wire .'or Parr. peroxide bomb calor lter
3. Modifled Parr peroxide calorimeter bomb
4. Holding fixture or vise
5. Special rench for tightening octagonal screw cap
6. Beaker (2000 ml) of boiling water

Materials

1. Propellant samples weighing Q,25 to 0.35 grams each

Procedure

1. Cut twee propellant samples weighing 0.25 to 0.35 grams each from the
lot of material to be tested.

2. Using a Gram-atic Analytical Balance, accurately weigh each sample to
within 0.0001 gram.

3. Attach one and of t he ignition wire to one .terminal on the head of the
gas evolution bomb (modified Parr peroxide bomb).

4. Wrap the wire around the first propellant sample several times; then
attach the free end of the wire to the second terminal on the head of
the bomb.

5. Place the cover of the bomb on the body and attach it ecuely by *Uans
of the screw cap. Place the bomb in the holding fixture or a vise and
tighten the screw cap with the special wrench designed for that purpose.

6. Place the bomb behind a shield and attach the leadwires from the Parr
ignition unit to the firing terminals.

7. Fire the sample.

8. Immerse the bomb in boiling water and allow it to stabilize in pressure.
Record the pressure reading.



9. Calculate the gas output from the following equjation:

V = 2.32 P - 8.J where V = gas output, cc/gram
W P = pressure, psig

W = sample wight, grams 2.32 and
8.5 are constants for the bomb

10. Repeat the test with the second and third samples, and determine the
average gas output.
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APPENDIX B

THERL4AL STkBILI [Y TE~ST PROCiEDURE
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. ra&-etic Analyt-cal Baa
2. Two aluzinu= wiging dishes
3. Oven

U aterials

1. Two each one-inch long strands of 3/8-inch-iamter extruded propellant.

Procedure

1. Cut two one-inch long strands of 3/8-inch diameter extruded propellant.

2. Using a Gram-atic analytical balance, accurately weigh each strand to
within 0.0001 gram and record the weiGts.

3. Place each strand in an aluminum wcighing iish and identify the dishes
as #1 and #2.

4. Place the dishes in an oven heated to 300 ± 50 F and allow them to
remain for 168 hours (one week).

5. Remove the dishes and allow the propellant strands to cool to rom
temperature.

6. Using the Gram-atic analytical balance, weigh each strand.

7. Subtract these weights from the original weights to obtain the actual
weight loss caused by the 3000 F exposure.

8. Divide each weight loss by the original weight to obtain the percentage
weight loss.

9. Calculate the average percent weight loss for the two samples.
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I. .].u ofticim

This dbmao catlims a Prosd test blm -OCT the evakmatimt of

gas motat e- Sig al, C.v's Cmtrat No. Mfi--:3M9 S-87362.

1ve azwatws of ec! of three types wIll be tested. nkizs a

total of 36 awtos 7be ats vIu be svbjected to 06-vir30ents

and fred as c:tli~d in a ragraph 1.I. All tests are described in

pag-ras- 2.1 tbo 2.9.

1.1 tvrm~al Tests

AlU =its (12 of each type) will be subjected to the follwig a-

rots md tests in the order listed.

1. &idgemire, Resistance (?aragrapi 2.1)
2. , - ..ric In tio (paragrah 2.2)
3. Hi& ,Wo. Stra, (paragra:zh 2.3)
4. Low Tep. Strae ( aragra h 2.)
5. Tbema Shock (paagt-am 2.5)
6. Hi*a Tou. Mechaical Shock (paragraph 2.6)
7. !Am T.,,. Nechanical Shock (p -ragraph 2.6)
8. High TeW. Vitratimo (paragraph 2.7)
9. Um Teq. Vitration (paragr4ph 2.7)

10. Match 5Sensitivity (paragraph 2.6)
U. Bridgevire Resistance (paragraph 2.1)
1.* Radiographic Inspection (paragraph 2.2)

01. Firing (paraga 2.9)

*Six units of each size vill be fired at ..600 F and six units of each size
will be fired at !6



~. ~r~,uie reis~ace II I I I I AsIII,,...

l =ed ri eccmed.

2.2

2.24RI w-EMAl 5hoc 5* re.i

Ea-. will be a=.ca t exa!ed far ofpew iocati h & 1a

~0

2.3 Asselerated L=-Watae 51wase

cyce units v i o e sah ct.o to 30 Z5 5F, -8 5 oitFct y

for 168 hcrs

2.4 Lw 74=erazu" eazo

h uits i be sujc to -8 '0 F, hleisity +ntroUeie e

f or 72 ;E Ys.

2.5 Thermal Shock §&2aa

The wilits will1 be subjected to five cycles oz- thermal shock, each

cycle c=mist,-ing of three hours storage at -8W ± 59? followed by

three houirs storage at 212 ';5-.!:e transient tin frca -4S3'O? to

212'0'F will be less than five ninutes.

2.6 ;f!*cMAncal. Shock

The units will be mounted in the holding fixtures and the fixtures

zounted on the shock machine. The units and fixtures ;il be

stabilized at temperature (either -8O°F or +2120F). Th. units will

then be subitted to a shock of 250 ± 25g with a rise tim of 6 to



1 millisecon-s a1g the gudinl axis with tbe leaddire end up.

2.? Vibration

The units vil he a n ted in the hol g f ixtures and the fixtwes

mounted on the vibration ,ablf. 7he units and fixtures will be

stabilized at tamerata.re (eithe- -W F or +212P F). The units will

be subjected to a 50g vdbration. thirtymi-nu.t sw duraton from 40

to 2000 cps along the longituainal axis.

2.8 Match Sensitivity

Both brigeires of the units being zested will be subjected to 10,000

electrical impu:ses of 50 millia)eres intensity and one second

duration. The snits JiU be allwed to cool 5.5 seconds between vases.

2.9 Firing Test

The u-its will be fired using the firinrg circuit of Figure 2. Fcr

all generators, the entire bomb with the gemerat,- in pace, xay be

stabilized at either -60 or !6 ° F m3 a1e& ou.t in Paragrapb 1.1,

The bcab will then be rencied from the temperature chamber and fired

as soon as practical.
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13 ASST~WES report describes the work conducted under Contract DA 36-039 SC-87362

with the U.S. Signal Supply Agency, consisting of a propellant investigation, gas
generator design and development, and development and environmenta- cesting of
gas generators. (U)

The results of the propellant investigation indicated that one cemercial
propellant, B.F. Goodrich C-501, and a Unidynarics formulation N-1825B, exhibited
the most satisfactory thermal stability and reproducible gas output and pressure-
vs-time characteristics after conditioning at 300°F for 168 hours. However, H-1825B
propellant was selected for use in the gas generator since it is easily furnished
with center perforations and exhibits a low content of hydrochloric acid in its
exaust gases. (U)

During gas generator design and development, sealed matches with delays of 0,
0.2, and 0.4 seconds were developed which provided outputs sufficient to ignite the
propellant charge. In addition, the original design of the gas generators was
modified to incorporate a grain trap nozzle and provide base plug end ignition. A
satisfactory test fixture was fabricated for pressure-vs-time and output testing.(U)

Testing of the gas generators demonstrated that the hardware design and pro-
pellant formulation were satisfactory for the application. However, two problem
areas were encountered: (11 Ignition of the 0.2 and 0.4-second delay matches was
marginal at -60' F, and M de~an burn times exceeded the specified + five percent
over the temperature range -6OF to 165' F. In addition, extensive aevelopment work
beyond the 6cope of this program would be required to verify the specified + five
percent variation in peak pressure over the operating temperature range (U7
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The object. of this program is to develop gas generators covering an
output range of 50 to 10,000 -c, with means of incorporating delay times
from electrical pulse to propellant ignition of 0 -.4 seconds, with
operating temperatures from 650 F to 2120 F and storage temperatures
from -80 F to 3000 F.
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